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ECE608, Homework #8 Solution(1) CLR 24.1-3The proof of Lemma 24.2 shows that for every v, d[v℄ has attained its �nal value afterlength (any shortest-weight path to v) iterations of Bellman-Ford. Thus after mpasses, Bellman-Ford an terminate. We don't know m in advane, so we an'tmake the algorithm loop exatly m times and then terminate. But if we just make thealgorithm stop when nothing hanges any more, it will stop afterm+1 iterations (i.e.,after one iteration without a hange), unless there is a negative weight yle. Hene,we should also make sure that the number of iterations does not exeed jV [G℄j � 1.BELLMAN-FORD-(M + 1)(G;w; s)1. INITIALIZE-SINGLE-SOURCE(G; s)2. hanges  True3. iteration  14. while (hanges = True) ^ (iteration � jV [G℄j � 1)5. do hanges  False6. iteration  iteration + 17. for eah edge (u; v) 2 E[G℄8. do Relax-M(u; v; w)9. for eah edge (u; v) 2 E[G℄10. do if d[v℄ > d[u℄ + w(u; v)11. then return FALSE12. return TRUERelax-M(u; v; w)1. if d[v℄ > d[u℄ + w(u; v)2. then d[v℄ d[u℄ + w(u; v)3. �[v℄ u4. hanges  True
(2) CLR 24.1-4Change line 7 of the BELLMAN-FORD algorithm, as given in the CLR text, to:then d[v℄ �1(3) CLR 24.2-4Consider a node v in a direted ayli graph G. The paths in G starting from vmust go from any outgoing edge from v. Let < V; ui be one of suh edges, then thepaths starting from v and ontaining hv; ui an either stop at u or ontinue from u1



to some other verties. Sine G is a direted ayli graph, any edge an only appearat most one in any path. We an thus onlude that the number of paths startingfrom v and ontaining hv; ui equals the number of paths starting from u plus one.We give the algorithm for alulating the total number of paths in G below.DAG-COUNTPATHS-(G)1. topologially sort the verties of G2. totalount 03. for every vertex v in G, taken in reverse topologially sorted order4. do ount[v℄ 05. for eah u 2 Adj[v℄6. do ount[v℄ ount[v℄ + ount[u℄ + 17. totalount totalount + ount[v℄The running time of this algorithm is �(V + E).(4) CLR 24.3-2Consider the graph below:
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The predeessor subgraph returned by Dijkstra's algorithm will look like this:
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The orret answer should use the path s ! x ! t ! u instead of s ! u, sineÆ(s; u) = 0.In Theorem 24.6, the assumption of no negative weights is used to onlude thatÆ(s; y) � Æ(s; u) and d[y℄ � d[u℄. If there are negative weights in the path p, Æ(s; y)may be greater than Æ(s; u), and the ontradition will not hold, as d[u℄ an be greaterthan Æ(s; u) and hene d[u℄ 6= Æ(s; u).(5) CLR 24.3-8We use the loop invariant:At the start of eah iteration of the while loop of lines 4-8, d[v℄ = Æ(s; v) for eahvertex v 2 S.Initialization: Initially S = � so the invariant is trivially true.Maintenene: To prove by ontradition, assume that u is the �rst vertex added toS suh that d[u℄ 6= Æ(s; u). We know that u 6= s beause s is the �rst vertex addedto S and d[s℄ = Æ(s; s) = 0 at that time. As u 6= s we know that S 6= � when u isadded.There is a shortest-path p from s to u in G, otherwise d[u℄ = Æ(s; u) = 1 from thevery beginning, ontraditing our initial assumption. Say on path p, when going froms to u, y is the �rst vertex in V � S. Also, x is the predeessor of y along this path.d[y℄ = Æ(s; y) when u is added to S. To see why this is so we observe that x wasadded to S before u. ANd when x was added to S the edge (x; y) was relaxed andsine d[x℄ = Æ(s; x) at that moment, therefore d[y℄ gets set to Æ(s; y).No edge along the path from y to u has anegative weight beause all negative edgesmust be of the form (s;�) and s 6= y. Beause y ours before u on a path with nonegative-weight edges Æ(s; y) � Æ(s; u). Then we haved[y℄ = Æ(s; y) � Æ(s; u) � d[u℄3



Now both y and u were in V � S when u was hosen as the next vertex to add to Stherefore d[u℄ � d[y℄From the above two equations we have d[u℄ = Æ(s; u) ontraditing our intitial as-sumption.Termination: Q = � and S = V , thus d[v℄ = Æ(s; v) for all v 2 S and the shortestpath has been solved.(6) CLR 24-2(a) Say that x nests in y and y nests in z. This means that we an formulate a �mapping for both nesting relaitons suh that:x�i < yi and y�j < zjBeause all values of i and j are unique and drawn from the set 1:::d we an �nd foreah i a j suh that i = �j. Then we have:x�i < yi = y�j < zjx�i < zjAnd we an �nd suh a unique zj for every x�i. Thus the relation is transitive.(b) Sort in non-dereasing order the d dimension values within both x = (x1; x2:::xd)and y = (y1; y2:::yd). Compare xi and yi for every value of i = 1 to d. If xi < yi forall i then x nests within y.() Sort the d dimension values within eah box Bi. This takes O(d lgd) for everybox, totalling to O(nd lg d) for the n boxes. For eah possible pair of box (Bi; Bj)hek if Bi nests in Bj or if Bj nests in Bi. Eah pair-omparison takes O(d) andthere are O(n2) pairs in total, so all nesting pair relations an be obtained in O(dn2)steps. We reate a graph with n nodes eah representing one of the Bi's. For eah(Bi; Bj) pair suh that Bi nests in Bj we add a direted edge from Bi to Bj. Thisgraph onstrution takes O(n2) time. Now add two new verties s and d to the graph,suh that s has an outgoing edge to eah vertex and d had an inoming edge fromeah vertex.Run topologial sort on the resulting graph with s as the root vertex. Sine jV j =O(n) for this graph, the running time for topologial sort is O(n+n2). Now onsiderall the verties in topologial order. For eah vertex u examine its adjaeny list andfor eah edge (u; v)\anti-relax" the edge as:if d[v℄ < d[u℄ + w(u; v)then d[v℄ = d[u℄ + w(u; v) 4



�[v℄ = uThis traversal takes O(E) = O(n2) time. When the traversal terminates, �nd thevertex v with the largest d[v℄ value in O(n) time. Remove s from the graph and allPRINT-PATH on the vertex v.the overall running time of the algorithm is bounded by O(dn2)(7) CLR 25.1-9The presene of a negative-weight yle an be determined by looking at the diagonalof the matrix L(n�1) omputed by an all-pairs shortest-path algorithm. If the diagonalontains any negative number there must be a negative-weight yle.(8) CLR 25.2-6There are several ways to use Floyd-Warshall to detet negative-weight yles:� If we modify the algorithm to alulate �(k), then while Floyd-Warshall isrunning, if any element �[i; i℄ is not NIL, then there exists some node that isthe predeessor of the node i in a path from i to i. Sine the distane from anode to itself is 0, there must be some other path from the node to itself. Sinethis path must have a weight less than 0, it is a negative weight yle.� Similarly, if any element on the diagonal of the D matrix is non-zero, then theremust be a negative weight yle inluding that vertex, for reasons as above.� The algorithm ould be altered to perform one more iteration (e.g., by invokingExtend-Shortest-Paths(D(n);W )) to detet any hanges by omparingD(n)and D(n+1). If any distanes are hanged, then there must be a negative weightyle.(9) CLR 25.2-7Initialize the � matrix as follows:�(0)ij = NIL if there is no edge (i; j)�(0)ij = DIRECT if there is an edge (i; j)We an reursively de�ne �(k)ij as follows:�(k)ij  k if d(k�1)ik + d(k�1)kj < d(k�1)ij �(k�1)ij otherwiseFor modifying the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, insert the following between line 6 and 7:5



if d(k�1)ij � d(k�1)ik + d(k�1)kj�(k)ij  kelse �(k)ij  �(k�1)ijAnd the modi�ed version of printing a shortest path from the all-pairs algorithm:PRINT-ALL-PAIRS-PATH-2(�; i; j)1. if �(n)ij = DIRECT E2. then PUSH(S; i)3. PUSH(S; j)4. else if �(n)ij = NIL5. then print \No path from i to j exists"6. else PRINT-ALL-PAIRS-PATH-2(�(n); i; �(n)ij )7. POP(S)8. PRINT-ALL-PAIRS-PATH-2(�(n); �(n)ij ); j)9. while !empty(S)10. x POP(S)11. print x
(10) CLR 25-1(a) Let T be the jV j�jV j matrix representing the transitive losure, suh that T [i; j℄is 1 if there is a path from i to j, and 0 if not. Initialize T (when there are noedges in G) as follows: T [i; j℄ = ( 1 if i = j0 otherwiseT an be updated as follows when an edge (u; v) is added to G:Transitive-Closure-Update(u; v)1. for i 1 to jV j2. do for j  1 to jV j3. do if T [i; u℄ = 1 and T [v; j℄ = 14. then T [i; j℄ 11. This says that the e�et of adding edge (u; v) is to reate a path (via thenew edge) from every vertex that ould already reah u to every vertex thatould already be reahed from v.2. Note that the proedure sets T [u; v℄  1, sine the initial values T [u; u℄ =T [v; v℄ = 1. 6



3. This takes �(V 2) time beause of the two nested loops.(b) Consider inserting the edge vn ! v1 into the straight-line graph v1 ! v2 !: : : ! vn, where n = jV j. Before this edge is inserted, only n(n+1)2 entries in Tare 1 (the entries on and above the main diagonal). After the edge is inserted,the graph is a yle in whih every vertex an reah every other vertex, so all n2entries in T are 1. Hene n2� n(n+1)2 = �(n2) = �(V 2) entries must be hangedin T , so any algorithm to update the transitive losure must take 
(V 2) timeon this graph.() The algorithm in part (a) would take �(V 4) time to insert all possible �(V 2)edges, so we need a more eÆient algorithm in order for any sequene of inser-tions to take only O(V 3) total time.To improve the algorithm, notie that the loop over j is pointless when T [i; v℄ =1. That is, if there is already a path from i to v, then adding the edge u ! van't make any new verties reahable from i. The loop to set T [i; j℄ to 1 forj suh that there's a path from v to j is just setting entries that are already 1.Eliminate this redundant proessing as follows:Transitive-Closure-Update(u; v)1. for i 1 to jV j2. do if T [i; u℄ = 1 and T [i; v℄ = 03. then for j  1 to jV j4. do if T [v; j℄ = 15. then T [i; j℄ 1We show that this takes O(V 3) time to update the transitive losure for anysequene of n insertions:1. There an't be more than jV j2 edges in G, so n � jV j2.2. Summed over n insertions, the time to exeute lines 1 and 2 is O(nV ) =O(V 3).3. Lines 3-5, whih take �(V ) time, are exeuted only O(V 2) times for ninsertions. To see this, notie that lines 3-5 are exeuted only when T [i; v℄ =0, and in that ase line 5 sets T [i; v℄  1, so the number of 0 entries in Tis redued by at least one eah time lines 3-5 run. Sine there are only jV j2entries in T , lines 3-5 an run at most jV j2 times.4. Hene the total running time over n insertions is O(V 3).
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In the first iteration of Djikstra’s algorithm, the edges leaving s are relaxed, some of which may 
have negative weights. Let u be one of the vertices at the head of an edge with negative weight 
leaving s. The d[u] will always be the weight of the edge from s to u as all the other weights are 
positive and even if there is a cycle coming back to u, the weight of the cycle will be greater 
than w(s,u). Therefore, when all such vertices go into S, they have the correct d[u] assigned to 
them.  

Since there are no negative cycles and no more non-negative weights, the d[v] of the rest of the 
vertices is computed correctly by Djikstra’s algorithm for the same reason that the algorithm 
works. Even though other vertices might still have negative numbers as their shortest path 
lengths, the algorithm will work as all the other edges have positive weights, and the d[v] can 
never be lesser than d[u] (u being the vertex adjacent to s with negative weight through which 
the shortest path of v passes)   
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